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Izidicactivit-y in Treccntarinrnted Pli .u~m

Some tire in January we received from B~aker --nd Cc~r dry, -four ca:rplt~ of
ciaAtnt nated platinum thich viere labelled as fo2lovie: Active I and II, and

Inactive I and II. The Active and Inactive notations refer to the fact that
the platinum plates sent to the corpany were ;-ivided into two rortions, 1).
shcwed no detectable activity in a counter and 2) r,-istered activi•ty. The
I samples are thcse which had been chemically purified to the rcint &here
Eaker and Company felt that the material was decontaminated sufficiently.
The II samples represent further purification of the I samples.

The samples were dissolved and aliquots taken for -,-and P - counting. '1:,'o
Vorl - counts were detected above the background of the counters. Fission
counts were then made on 0.5 mg. aliquots of eaca sar)ple (in duplicate). For
0.5 rig. sampTles of platintui the counts obtained (u-per limit of 20 f/m) represent
quite a sizeable contaminc'tion when scaled up to 0.5 grams, %hich is roughly the
wreight of a platinum plate. However, it should be pcinted out that in a 0.5 gram
platinum plate many of these fissions would not 'e recorded due to absorption of
the fission fragments in the platinum. Of curse, it may be that the relatively
large counts were eue to fluctuations in the background, since the "cleanu platinum
plates, on which the samples were mounted, plus the counting chamber, had a back-
ground of approximatel: 240 f/r. It is very difficult to tell exactly how mi-ny
of these fission counts are due to the platinum plate, but it is estimated to be
75 f/u. We shall mount another series of large samples on platinum plates and see
if the number of fissions increase with the size of sample.

Te sunmarize the results, it lcoks like we may still have some contamination in
the platinum, but the experimental results are very erratic. One cannot completely
rule cut the possibility that the samples became ccntaninated in our laboratory
previcus to the fission counting. New and larger samples will, therefore, be
prepared and counted. However, due to the difficulty of obtaining pile time, it
may be several weeks before the results on this second series is available. The
results would be more significant if the fission counting was carried out on
rolled platinum of about 3 mil thickness. In this case, a count of less than
240 f/M (present background of *clean" platinum plus chamber) would indicate that
the platinum had been decontaminated. Perhaps you could inquire, through the
New York office, whether it would be feasible for Baker and Compeny to prepare
3 ail platinum foils for us from the remainder of the decontamirated platinum.
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CC: Paul Fields
7. M.MEarning
T. S. Chapman

.1. B. Rodin
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FROM TRYBUL TO ALICE P HOVNETT Pl) RWURTWX DTh 3o-1.-34 PD) PLEASE PROCEED

WITH ORDER ON BAKER CO:-O FURNI8H 12415 PLATINUM BISC3 *002% x in

DIAMETER CUM~ HARD) TEMPER ClAM94~ PERCENT PUR~E CUMi EDGES LUJST BE.SIWOTH

C&VA FREE FROM 8=3R PD) UCRL SHIPPING. 213#74 'TROY OUNCES. COt4TAMINATE.D
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